DORIAN SECUR.

FOR MESSAGE CENTER. PLACE ONE REPEAT ONE COPY OF THIS MESSAGE IN A SEALED ENVELOPE AND DELIVER ONLY TO GEN BLEYMAIER. DESTROY ALL OTHER COPIES, TAPES, CARBONS, ETC. NOTIFY BY SERVICE MESSAGE TO WHEN ABOVE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

EYES ONLY GEN BLEYMAIER FROM GEN STEWART. THEREFOLLOWS FINAL GUIDANCE AND DIRECTION RE MOL PROGRAM TERMINATION (NOTE: THIS MESSAGE AMENDS SOME PREVIOUS GUIDANCE).

PART 1. MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS HUNTINGTON BEACH. TERMINATE ALL IN- HOUSE AND SUB- CONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES EXCEPT FAIRCHILD-HILLER (WASTE MANAGEMENT), HAMILTON- STANDARD (ECLS), AND IBM (COMPUTER), DIRECT MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS TO ISSUE STOP-WORK NOTICES TO THOSE THREE SUB-CONTRACTORS AND ADVISE THEM THAT ADDITIONAL DIRECTION WILL BE FORTHCOMING IN TWO WEEKS.

PART 2. MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS AT ST. LOUIS. TERMINATE ALL MOL ACTIVITIES.

PART 3. MARTIN AND ALL TITAN IIM ASSOCIATES. TERMINATE ALL MOL ACTIVITIES.

PART 4. GENERAL ELECTRIC. TERMINATE ALL CLEARLY UNIQUE MANNED-SYSTEM IN- HOUSE AND SUBCONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES. THIS INCLUDES SUCH ITEMS AS THE ATS; ALL SIMULATION EFFORT; THE SLIDE VIEWER AND CUE- PROJECTION SYSTEM.
ALL AGE/AVE AND EXCHANGE HARDWARE PECULIAR TO THE MANNED SYSTEM, ETC. ADDITIONALLY, GE SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO IMMEDIATELY REDUCE CONTINUING IN- HOUSE AND SUB- CONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES AND WORK FORCES SO THAT TOTAL EXPENDITURES DO NOT EXCEED A RATE OF $4 MILLION PER MONTH.

PART 5. EASTMAN KODAK. TERMINATE ALL CLEARLY UNIQUE MANNED- SYSTEM IN- HOUSE AND SUB- CONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES. THIS INCLUDES SUCH ITEMS AS THE VISUAL OPTICS; THE PROCESSOR AND VIEWER; EXCHANGE AND TRAINING HARDWARE RELATED TO MAN; DATA RETURN CONTAINERS, ETC. ADDITIONALLY, EK SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO IMMEDIATELY REDUCE CONTINUING IN- HOUSE AND SUBCONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES AND WORK FORCES SO THAT TOTAL EXPENDITURES DO NOT EXCEED A RATE OF $5 MILLION PER MONTH.

PART 6. CREW- RELATED. ISSUE STOP- WORK NOTIFICATIONS TO HAMILTON-STANDARD (PRESSURE SUIT) AND WHIRLPOOL (FEEDING SYSTEM). INDICATE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS WILL FOLLOW IN TWO WEEKS. TERMINATE ALL OTHER CREW- RELATED ACTIVITIES.

PART 7. SCF. DIRECT SCF TO ISSUE A STOP- WORK NOTICE ON ALL IN- HOUSE AND CONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES. ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE PROVIDED WITHIN 30-60 DAYS.

PART 8. SOFTWARE. ISSUE A STOP- WORK NOTICE TO TRW. INDICATE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE PROVIDED IN TWO WEEKS.

PART 9. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION. PRESENT CONSTRUCTION PHASE OF SLC-6 SHOULD ONLY BE COMPLETED TO EXTENT THAT "MOTHBALLING" IS REASONABLE. ALL OTHER CONSTRUCTION SHOULD BE STOPPED, IF REASONABLE, AND "MOTHBALLED".

PART 10. APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONS AND/OR NOTIFICATIONS SHOULD BE ISSUED TO ALL SYSTEMS OFFICE CONTRACTORS AT OR IMMEDIATELY BEFORE 1030 AM EDT, JUNE 10.
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ALL TAPES AND OTHER COPIES AT 100103Z.
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